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Knight Mysteries): 

2 of 2 review helpful I love JM s writing style By CuriousCat I love JM s writing style and hearing Mickey s thoughts 
I don t think EDK s review is fair Yes Mickey is struggling and I would have liked more interaction in her personal 
life Still I like how she tells the story Without much attention to her personal life it leaves JM plenty of material for 
upcoming books I don t think Mickey is whiny I think i Micky Knight reluctantly takes on two cases one for money 
one for pity The first is a trawl though archives to solve a century old murder for an arrogant grandson who thinks 
riches should absolve his family of any sins The other to answer a mother rsquo s anguish as she tries to understand 
her daughter rsquo s suicide Micky sees no happy ending to either case the dusty pages of history aren rsquo t going to 
give up their secrets after holding them for so lon 
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